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Here you can find the menu of Silverlake Ramen in Santa Monica. At the moment, there are 18 courses and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Silverlake

Ramen:
I have celebrated my doctorate this evening in this excellent restaurant. happy to say that it was a sensational

evening and the restaurant was undoubtedly the reason for this excellent meeting. the things wore in a
magnificent style, the kitchen was delicious and my friends were very enthusiastic. we will certainly come back

for more events. Thank you. read more. In beautiful weather you can even eat and drink in the outdoor area, And
into the accessible rooms also come clientele with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Rochile doesn't

like about Silverlake Ramen:
Food: The crispy chicken karaage was flavorful and crisp, but some pieces were a bit stringy and hard. The

classic ramen was not flavorful, was basically just boiled, maybe they expect to have added more toppings to
charge for but I think the base should have been good on its own. The ground chicken bowl was okay but

needed more flavor, adding the table soy sauce was helped a little.Ambiance: They left the door open... read
more. Silverlake Ramen The brilliant Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the exquisite mix of traditional dishes and

exciting new creations will amaze!, On the menu there are also several Asian meals.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Chicke�
CRISPY CHICKEN

Beilage� un� �tra�
SOJASAUCE

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

Noodl�
RAMEN

Neighborhoo� Burger�
THE CLASSIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

MEAT

GARLIC

EGG

CORN

TOFU
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30 -21:00
Tuesday 11:30 -21:00
Wednesday 11:30 -21:00
Thursday 11:30 -21:00
Friday 11:30 -22:00
Saturday 10:30 -22:00
Sunday 10:30 -21:00
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